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ABSTRACT
Correctness verification of query results is a significant challenge in database
outsourcing. Most of the proposed approaches impose high overhead, which
makes them impractical in real scenarios. Probabilistic approaches are proposed
in order to reduce the computation overhead pertaining to the verification
process. In this paper, we use the notion of trust as the basis of our probabilistic
approach to efficiently verify the correctness of query results. The trust is
computed based on observing the history of interactions between clients and the
service provider. Our approach exploits Merkle Hash Tree as an authentication
data structure. The amount of trust value towards the service provider leads to
investigating just an appropriate portion of the tree. Implementation results
of our approach show that considering the trust, derived from the history of
interactions, provides a trade-off between performance and security, and reduces
the verification overhead imposed on clients in database outsourcing scenarios.
c 2019 ISC. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

owadays keeping and maintaining data is exceedN
ingly expensive, so many organizations prefer to
outsource their data to a third party service provider.
Furthermore, lack of appropriate hardware and software infrastructures, not having professional experts,
and tendency to concentrate on the main organization’s missions are among other factors that encourage organizations to outsource their data. In data
outsourcing scenarios, or the Database-As-a-Service
(DAS) model (Figure 1), data and its management are
outsourced to a third party service provider, which
may be untrustworthy. That is, data outsourcing,
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in spite of its clear advantages, brings security challenges including data confidentiality and correctness
of query results as the most critical ones. Organizations have to delegate control of their data to a service
provider whose honesty cannot be guaranteed in practice. Therefore, they have to counteract data integrity
violations by the verification of query results. Consequently, there should be a way to inspect to what
extent the returned result satisfies a query condition.
This problem refers to the correctness verification of
query results, which includes completeness, freshness,
and integrity of the results.
As shown in Figure 1, in a generic data outsourcing scenario, there is a Data Owner (DO), a Service
Provider (SP ), and Clients(C ). To audit the correctness of a query result, SP provides a proof corresponding to the result. This proof is also known as Verification Object (VO). While C receives a result, checks its
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probabilistic versification is intuitive and considering
the notion of trust can improve the method. The
trust model for this scenario can be an agreementbased model, which is suitable for not too critical
applications. Trust establishment is based on Service
Level Agreement (SLA) signed by SP for delivery of
correct answers to the customers. Indeed, the SLA is
prepared based on customers’ requirements [7].
The result of our implementation shows that using
the history of interactions, in addition to attaining
an acceptable correctness probability, makes the verification process efficient enough, leading to a more
practical solution.
Figure 1. The Generic DAS Model

correctness using the associated VO returned by SP.
Some approaches have been proposed for correctness verification of query results in the literature [1–6].
Most of them use digital signatures and data authentication structures as their basic primitives. They often
impose high computation and communication overheads making them unacceptable for real scenarios. On
the other hand, some approaches, namely probabilistic
approaches, while reducing the imposed overheads, do
not guarantee the correctness of results. The probability of correctness is measured through the probability
of success of a dishonest SP. Such approaches offer a
trade-off between security and performance. In this
paper, we propose a probabilistic approach for correctness verification, which uses the history of C -SP interactions to adjust the imposed overhead. The history of
C -SP interactions is the basis of computing the notion
of trust in our approach, which is constructed upon
the Goodrich et al.’s approach [1]. The authors in [1]
suggest signing some specific levels - in addition to the
root - in their authentication data structure. We use
only a portion of these additional signatures based on
the computed trust value to trade-off between security and efficiency. For each transaction, the current
trust value towards SP adjusts computation overhead
during correctness verification. The trust value itself
is updated resulting from the verification process. If
the correctness is verified, the trust value increases.
As much as the trust value increases, the verification
process takes less effort.
We leveraged our approach in Content Distribute
Networks, where numerous SP s deliver services to
customers distributed all over the world in order to
load balancing. As an example, the content of this
service can be the geographical location of restaurants.
For this service, customers frequently interact with
service providers. In this scenario, the information
(query results) is not very sensitive and some possible
mistakes in results are admissible. In such a scenario,
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Related works are reviewed in Section 2. Our approach
is described in Section 3. The results of implementation are discussed and analyzed in Section 4. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

Trust concept has been mentioned in many security
areas and database subjects especially in access control policies [8–10]. There are also some works, which
investigate the role of trust in outsourcing IT services
[11–13]. We use this concept for correctness verification of outsourced databases. In accordance with the
aim of this paper, in this section we only concentrate
on the works related to the correctness verification in
the DAS model. We divide the proposals into three
categories including Merkle Hash Tree (MHT) based,
digital signature based, and probabilistic approaches.
2.1

MHT

MHT, introduced for the first time by R. C. Merkle
[14], has been used in several proposals [6, 15, 16] as
an authentication data structure. Generally, an MHT
is constructed on a database relation whose tuples are
sorted with respect to a searchable attribute. Hash
values of the tuples construct leaves of the tree. The
value of a parent node is computed by a hash function over the concatenation of its immediate children.
The root is calculated by a recursive concatenation
process. Finally, DO signs the root by its private key.
In addition to the database relation, DO outsources
the constructed MHT for each searchable attribute.
When C submits a range query, SP, in addition to the
result set, sends the required nodes in the MHT so
that the MHT root can be reconstructed by C. Having
the MHT root and its signature, C can verify the correctness of the result. Figure 2 depicts an example of
an MHT. According to the figure, h12 is calculated by
the concatenation of h1 and h2 . With r3 as the query
result, SP besides r3 sends h4 and h12 as VO to C.
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method, DO usually signs all tuples by its private
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ndependent of the database size which is a notable advantage. On the other hand, the main weakness is their
considerable initialization cost especially for fine grained verifications.
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3. The Proposed Approach

minimizing the verification subtree considering the previous C-SP interactions.

nipulate the result without being detected at C side.
In Section 4.3, we analyze our probabilistic approach
to show that although the correctness is not guaranteed, the escape probability of a malicious SP is insignificant. Moreover, verification process at C side is
gradually diminished providing SP ’s honest behavior.
3.2
Fig. 3: Goodrich et al. authentication structure [2]

Figure 3. Goodrich et al.’s authentication structure [1]

3.1

Our History Based Trust Model

In most of the database outsourcing applications, there
are consecutive interactions between SP and C. We
use the history of these interactions, each of which is
followed by a verification process, to reduce computation overhead at C side. That is, the history of C-SP
interactions is the basis of our proposed trust model.
We remark that there is neither a unique reference
model nor a unique definition of trust. However, the
intuition says that trust can be interpreted as a belief
towards future behaviors based on deduction from
the past behavior. The following definitions of trust
confirm our interpretation of trust:
• Trust is a subjective expectation an agent has
about another’s future behavior based on the
history of their encounters [24].
• Trust is the firm belief in the competence of an
entity to act dependably, securely, and reliably
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Database Outsourcing

Figure 4 depicts the scheme of TBDAS in two phases
including Database Outsourcing and Query Execution.
In the first phase, DO sorts relation tuples with respect
to a searchable
attribute, builds an MHT, and signs
4
its root plus the nodes in specific levels of the tree
similar to Goodrich et al.’s method [1]. With h as the
height of the tree, log ∗ h determines the specific levels.
In the simplest case, only the first level of the tree,
i.e. the root, is signed. To clarify, let h be the height
of the tree. Then, x = log(h) is the first level whose
nodes must be signed by DO. Other specific levels
are recursively specified by x = log(x), until reaching
x = 1 indicating the root as the last specific level. For
example, for a tree with h = 16, levels 4, 2 and 1 are the
specific levels. After signing the nodes of specific levels,
DO outsources database relations as well as their
corresponding signed MHTs to SP . For data update,
DO have to do all of the above procedure. Figure 5
describes the pseudo-code of database outsourcing
phase.

7
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the worst-case, the constructed subtree is the same
as the enveloping subtree which covers all the result
tuples. In such a case, if the root of the enveloping
subtree is verified, the query result is certainly correct. That is, the correctness is guaranteed. If the
constructed subtree becomes smaller than the spanning subtree and C verifies its signature, the result is
probabilistically correct. Equation (1) calculates the
CorrectnessP robability (CP ) of the result.

CP =

Fig. 4: TBDAS Scheme

Inputs:
Figure 4. TBDAS Scheme
T: table to be outsourced
Fig. 4: TBDAS Scheme
attr: searchable attribute in T
HF: hash function
Variables:
Inputs:
th
tuple
of T to be outsourced
Ri:the iT:
table
T searchable attribute in T
Tsrtd: sorted
attr:
value
of tuple
i in T
HRi: hashed
HF: hash
function
h: height
of Tree
Variables:
x: levels
of
Tree
th
Ri:the i tuple of T
Procedure:
Tsrtd: sorted T
/* sorts
T with respect
to attr i*/ in T
Tsrtd= Sort
HRi(T,
: attr)
hashed
value
of tuple
For each
i
h:tuple
height
of Tree
)
/*
create
hash
value
for
each
tuple of T */
HRi=HF(R
i
x: levels of Tree
Tree Procedure:
= MHTCons (Tsrtd, HF) /* constructs a simple MHT over the sorted table Tsrtd using the hash function HF */
h = height
(Tree)
/*
specifies
the
height
of
Tree */ /* sorts T with respect to attr
Tsrtd= Sort (T, attr)
*/
x = log For
(h) each tuple i
While (x ≥ 1) {
HRi=HF(Ri)
/* creates hash value for each tuple of T
*/
Tree=SignLevel(Tree, x) /* signs the nodes of level x in Tree */
Tree = MHTCons (Tsrtd, HF)
/* constructs a simple MHT over the sorted table
x = log (x)
*/
Tsrtd using the hash function HF
}
h = height (Tree)
/* specifies the height of Tree
*/
Outsource (T, Tree) /* outsources the signed Tree beside T to SP */

Equation (1) indicates that the verified tuples
(T upN um0 ) are certainly correct, but non-checked
tuples (T upN um − T upN um0 ) are probably correct relying on the current trust value toward SP
(Tcurrent ).

x = log (h)
While (x ≥ 1){ Algorithm 1. Database Outsourcing phase in TBDAS
Tree=SignLevel(Tree, x)
/* signs the nodes of level x in the Tree
*/
x = log (x)}
3.3. Correctness
Verification
Outsource
(T, Tree)
/* outsources the signed Tree beside T to SP */

Algorithm
Database
Outsourcing
phase ainquery
TBDAS
In the second phase of TBDAS
(Fig. 4,1.Query
Execution),
C sends
to SP. For the sake of simplicity,
we suppose that the query is a simple range query on a relation. SP executes the query on the DO’s last updated data
3.3. Correctness Verification
and finds a set of tuples as query result. In addition to the query result, SP sends some extra intermediate nodes of
the signed
MHT
C.
the nodes
by 4,
which
CExecution),
can reconstruct
thea smallest
signed
Also,
SP sends
Figure
5.It includes
Pseudo-code
of
Database
Outsourcing
phase
in
In thetosecond
phase
of TBDAS
(Fig.
Query
C sends
query to SP.
For subtree.
the
sake of
simplicity,
all signatures
of the
C. query on a relation. SP executes the query on the DO’s last updated data
we suppose
thatenveloping
the query issubtree
a simpletorange

TBDAS

and finds a set of tuples as query result. In addition to the query result, SP sends some extra intermediate nodes of

3.3

Correctness Verification

In the second phase of TBDAS (Figure 4, Query Execution), C sends a query to SP . For the sake of simplicity, we suppose that the query is a simple range
query on a relation. SP executes the query on the
DO’s last updated data and finds a set of tuples as
query result. In addition to the query result, SP sends
some extra intermediate nodes of the signed MHT to
C. It includes the nodes by which C can reconstruct
the smallest signed subtree. Also, SP sends all signatures of the enveloping subtree to C.
When C receives a query result plus its V O, considering the current trust value towards SP , verifies
the result . To this purpose, C chooses a set of tuples
to construct the subtree. A higher trust value results
in a lower number of tuples to verify. For instance, if
the query result contains 1000 tuples and the current
trust value is 0.4, C chooses 600 tuples for verification.
C constructs an enveloping subtree by using both the
selected tuples and received hash values. If the root
of the constructed subtree belongs to a specific level,
its signature is available and C can verify it. Otherwise, C has to continue constructing the subtree until
it reaches a specific level having a signed node. In

(T upN um − T upN um0 ) × Tcurrent + T upN um0
(1)
T upN um

6

6

After the verification, if the answer is probabilistically correct, the trust value increases. Otherwise,
the trust value decreases to show dishonesty of SP .
In Section 3.4 we show that how the result of correctness verification impacts on the amount of trust. Intuitively, a verified result should slightly increase the
trust value and vice versa a detected incorrect result
should sharply decrease it.
It is worth to mention that lower computation overhead on C leads to a bit more communication overhead
between SP and C. Considering C as a low power
client, more efficient computation at C is worth having
a bit more communication overhead. In Section 4.2, we
show that the extra communication overhead in our
approach is negligible compared to that of Goodrich
et al.’s method.
Let us clarify the difference between TBDAS and
Goodrich et al.’s method regarding SP ’s functionality.
In Goodrich et al.’s method, SP sends only the root
signature of the enveloping subtree beside the tuples
of the query result and necessary hash values. In
TBDAS, in addition to these data items, signatures
of the lower levels of subtree are also sent to C. These
extra signatures enable C to verify a smaller subtree,
which is proportional to the amount of trust toward
SP . The following example illustrates the difference.
Example - Suppose that there is a relation Market
with three attributes P roductID, P rice, and Count
(Figure 6). This relation has 16 tuples and there is
a unique hash value for each tuple. The relation has
been sorted upon the P roductP rice.
Figure 7a shows a naı̈ve MHT over the Market relation and Figure 7b shows an MHT based on TBDAS
and Goodrich et al.’s method. In a naı̈ve MHT, the
root is signed by DO but in the other two methods, in
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Figure 6. Market relation

(b)
(b)
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addition to the root, the nodes in specific levels l where
l = {2, 4} are also signed. Assume that after data
outsourcing, a user poses a sample query as below:

Figure 7. Constructed Nodes for Market relation (Figure 6) 8
(a) A naı̈ve MHT, (b) An MHT based on Goodrich et al.’s
Method

SELECT * FROM Market WHERE 140 ≤ Price ≤ 220

is limited to an upper bound, Trust Threshold (T T ),
to force a light verification process even for an honest
SP . T T is initialized by C and each user may have
her own T T . As much as T T is closer to 1, reduction
of the computation overhead is more tangible. In this
paper, we set T T to 0.95.

According to Figure 6, the answer includes tuples 4
to 11. The highlighted nodes in Figure 7a and 7b are
the V O corresponding to the result. In a naı̈ve MHT,
the user constructs the whole tree to get the hash of
the root and verifies the answer by the root signature.
Considering Goodrich et (a)
al.’s method, there is not
a low level signed subtree which covers all tuples of
the query result. Therefore the user reconstructs the
whole tree as well as in the naı̈ve MHT. In TBDAS the
current trust value towards SP , Tcurrent , determines
the number of tuples for verification. For example, with
Tcurrent = 0.5 the client builds a subtree for half of the
result tuples. In this case, if tuples 5 to 8 are selected by
C, they form a subtree whose root (H5678 in Figure 7b)
must be verified with its signature (the dotted blue
space in Figure 7b). As we see in this example, TBDAS
usually leads to construction of a smaller subtree,
which decreases the client computation overhead.
3.4

Updating Trust (b)

Trust value (T ) is a value in [0..1] indicating client’s
trust toward SP . Initially, it is set to zero assuming
SP is fully untrustworthy. The initial value depends
on C’s belief to SP . For example, if SP is a reputed
organization, or a trusted third party introduces SP ,
the initial trust value can be higher than zero. However,
we assume that there is no prior trust to SP and
initialize it to zero. On the other hand, the trust value

ISeCure

In TBDAS, the trust value is calculated and updated
after correctness verification for each query. On the
other hand, the number of verified tuples in a query
result depends on the trust value. Receiving a query
result from SP , if T = 0, C has to construct the
smallest subtree which covers all tuples in the result
and verify its root signature. If it is verified, the query
result is definitely correct. For non-zero trust values,
it is enough for C to verify the correctness of a part
of tuples whose number is determined according to
Equation (2). In Equation (2), Tcurrent is the current
trust value, T upN um denotes the number of tuples
in the result, and T upN um0 denotes the number of
selected tuples for verification.
T upN um0 = T upN um × (1 − Tcurrent )

(2)

Equation (2) indicates that as much as distrust to SP
is higher, the number
8 of tuples selected for verification
is closer to the total number of returned tuples. To
verify the chosen set of tuples, C constructs merely the
subtree, which covers all the chosen tuples. Clearly,
this tree is smaller than the tree, which contains all
the result tuples, so lower computation overhead is
imposed on C.
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Trust

In order to decrease the risk of sudden changes in
the behavior of SP , C gradually increases the trust
value according to Equation (3). On the other hand, if
correctness is not verified for a query result, the trust
value sharply decreases as formulated in Equation
(4). Hereon, C penalizes SP according to a suggested
mechanism in the service level agreement signed between them. In summary, the trust value increases
additively having correct query results and decreases
sharply receiving an incorrect answer.

low. This is because with only one unverified result, the value of trust s
rigorous verification of subsequent results. Considering the application
as choosing α. Algorithm 2 represents the process of Query Execution
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Fig. 6: Examples of Trust Variation for (a) Trust Incr
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T upN um is the number of tuples in the query result,
0.9
and T upN um0 refers to the number of selected tu0.8
ples for verification where T upN um0 ≤ T upN um. In
0.7
Equation (3), α is a coefficient to adjust the changing
0.6
rate of trust. Similarly, in Equation (4), β is a coeffi0.5
= 0.15
cient
larger than zero to specify the rate ofdecreasing
0.4
=0.10
trust.
0.3

0.5
0.4
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0
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Figure
8a depicts an example of trust increment.
In
=0.02
0.1example, we assume that a fixed query is executing
this
=0.01

0.3
0.2
0.1

0.0
0.0
during
many transactions with T upN um = 1000. The
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
0
50
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250
300
trust value, initialized
to
zero,
increases
each
time
for
a
Number of Transactions
Number of Transactions
correct result. We evaluated this example by multiple
(b)
(b)
(a)
values for α. The figure shows that for α = 0.15,
Fig. 6: Examples of Trust Variation for (a) Trust
Increment,
TrustVariation
Decrement
Figure
8. Examples(b)
of Trust
for (a) Trust Increment,
after about 25 transactions, the trust value reaches
(b) Trust Decrement
to its upper bound. For α = 0.01, it takes almost
300 transactions to reach the trust threshold. The
figure also confirms that trust increment occurs with a
gentle slope. However, the slope depends on the value
and its calculations is not the only way to consider
of α chosen by C. Our experimentation indicate that
SP ’s past behavior. One can suggest other formulas,
0 < α < 0.2 is an appropriate range for α. Obviously,
which compute and reflect the trust towards SP in the
its exact value depends on the application setting and
verification process. However, our analysis and evaluthe frequency of interactions between C and SP .
ations (Section 4) show the efficacy of our proposed
model.
Figure 8b shows the other side of changing trust to-

wards SP , i.e., trust decrement. The figure shows that
at first, the trust value is 0.95, as the trust threshold.
We evaluate the example by multiple values for β. As
depicted in the figure, for β = 0.5, after seven transactions of incorrect result, detected by C, the trust value
reaches to zero. For β = 10, just after one erroneous
transaction, trust value reaches to zero. This example
shows that the risk of trust to SP is low. This is because with only one unverified result, the value of trust
sharply reduces, which in turn enforces a more rigorous verification of subsequent results. Considering the
application in use, the client chooses a proper β as
well as a proper α. Figure 9 represents pseudo-code of
Query Execution phase including query submission,

4

Evaluation and Analysis

In this section we discuss on the efficiency improvement as well as on the security of our approach. We
empirically show that our approach relying on the
notion of trust reduces the client side verification overhead compared to that of Goodrich et al.’s method. In
the second subsection, the effect of the approach on
the communication overhead has been evaluated. We
also theoretically assess the security of our approach
in terms of the escape probability of a malicious server.
Escape probability is the probability with which a dishonest server manipulates a query result and escapes
from the client detection.
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/* a coefficient for trust increment */
/* a coefficient for trust decrement */

Variables:
i: Counter for queries
Qi: the ith query
RSi: Result Set of Qi
TupNum: Number of tuples in RSi
TupNum': Number of tuples to be verified according to T
STi: Smallest enveloping signed subtree for Qi
R: Verification Result (true or false)
SSi: Signature Set for construction of enveloping subtree

TupNum’ = TupNum × (1-T)
STi = Blt_MHT(RSi,TupNum')

Result Size=1000
Result Size=909
Result Size=718
Result Size=626
Result Size=447
Result Size=354
Result Size=259
Result Size=96

1000
/* client sends query Qi to SP */
/* SP executes Qi and sends the result RSi and signatures
SSi as VO to C */
/* C builds the smallest enveloping subtree covering
TupNum’ tuples */
/* C verifies root signature */

R = Vrf_Sign(STi)
if (R is True)
{
T = min(T + Alfa × TupNum’/TupNum, TT)
CP = ((TupNum - TupNum’) × T -TupNum’)/TupNum
}
else
{
T = T - min(T, Beta × TupNum’/TupNnum)
Return False
}
i++
}

/* trust increment */
/* Correctness Probability
of RSi */

800

Construted Nodes

Procedure:
i = 1;
while (i≤N)
{
Snd_Query(Qi,SP)
(RSi,SSi) = Exec_Query(Qi)

the threshold. In contrary, a detected sabotage leads
to a sharp decrease of trust value as explained in Section 3.4. Vertical axis shows the number of constructed
nodes to reach the root of covering subtree for each
query execution. According to Figure 9, the most significant factor in query result verification time at C
side is the time complexity for constructing the smallest enveloping subtree, which directly depends on the
number of constructed nodes.

/* trust decrement */
/* rejects RSi */

600

400

200

 104
100

80

Construted Nodes

Inputs:
T: Initial Trust value to SP = 0
TT: Trust Threshold = 0.95
Alfa: A coefficient in (0, 0.2)
Beta: A coefficient > 0
N: Number of queries

60

40

20

0.0

Figure 9. Pseudo-code of Query Execution phase in TBDAS

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

0.0

0

Trust

Algorithm 2. Query Execution phase in TBDAS

(a)

4.1

(a)

Performance Evaluation
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Fig. 7: TBDAS
Analysis
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SELECT * FROM TableName
WHERE
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comes larger. On the other hand, for a small database
(in our experiment, a table having 1000 tuples) although the effect of considering trust appears with
higher trust values, it causes a sharp decrease in the
number of constructed nodes. In overall, Figure 10a
and 10b acknowledge that adopting trust significantly
decreases verification overhead in application settings
having high volume databases and queries with large
result sets.
4.2

4.3

Although TBDAS offers lower verification overhead,
it probabilistically verifies the correctness of query
results. That is, the correctness of results are not
guaranteed. This is because TBDAS relies upon the
past behavior of SP and prefer not to verify all the
nodes but a subset of them whose size is proportional
to the amount of trust to SP . Therefore, it is probable
in theory that a highly trusted SP abuses the method
and manipulates some tuples, which are not chosen
at client side to be in the verification subtree, so the
result is mistakenly verified. Now, we calculate the
probability of an unauthorized result manipulation by
SP and being undetected at client side. We call such
probability as EscapeP robability (EP ).

Communication Overhead

In TBDAS, SP sends some extra signatures as a part
of V O to enable C to verify the root of a smaller
subtree. The extra signatures while reducing client side
verification process, lead to a bit more communication
overhead. In this section we experimentally measure
the amount of communication overhead including the
size of V O sent from SP to C in both TBDAS and
Goodrich et al.’s method. We use the same setting
mentioned in the previous section for computation
overhead evaluation. We pose queries with various
result size. The result of this experiment for each result
size is the average of several executions with different
ranges in the attribute domain but a fixed result size.

In TBDAS, we suppose that SP cannot learn about
the chosen verification subtree at client side. Therefore,
it manipulates some tuples and hopes to escape the
client detection. EP is calculated by (5) where t is the
number of manipulated tuples by SP , T upN um is the
result size (in tuples), and m is the number of tuples,
which are not among the chosen tuples at client side.
It depends on the current trust towards SP , Tcurrent ,
and is calculated by m = Tcurrent × T upN um.

m
 (t)
m≥t
T upN um
(5)
EP = ( t )
0
m<t

Figure 11 shows the amount of communication overhead in KB per different result sizes on a table having
one million tuples. As Figure 11 depicts, as much as
the size of result increases, the amount of communication overhead decreases. This is because the number of
necessary signatures and extra nodes for verification
goes less when the result size increases. Moreover, the
communication overhead for TBDAS and Goodrich et
al.’s approaches are so close together and their difference is negligible with respect to the total overhead.

Equation (5) says that if SP manipulates more than
m tuples the client definitely detects SP ’s misbehavior.
Otherwise, there is a small but non-zero probability
for SP to escape. Simplifying (5), we have (6), which
is another form to represent EP .
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Figure 11. TBDAS communication overhead in a table with
one million tuples

m−t+1
× ...×
T upN um − t + 1
Goodrich et al.
m−2
m−1
× TBDAS
×
T upN um − 2 T upN um − 1
m
T upN um

(6)

70

Equation (6) says that when t  T upN um, EP ≈
t
t
m
50
= (Tcurrent ) . That is, with very small t,
T upN um
40
the escape probability is independent from the result
t
size, and is equal to (Tcurrent ) , which also comes from
30
our intuition as more trust to SP prepares potential to
20
escape, though it diminishes exponentially for frequent
10
escapes
if t > 1.
0

60
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From (5) we can simply compute EP when SP maResult
Set(Tuples)
nipulates a ratio of
result
tuples. Figure 12a is the
diagram depicting EP (b)
for different ratios of manipulations. Each curve in the figure shows EP for a
trust value. The figure shows that EP exponentially

Fig. 8: TBDAS Communication Overhead in a table with (a( 1 million tuples, )b( 2 million tuples

4.3. Security Analysis
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Although TBDAS offers lower verification overhead, it probabilistically verifies the correctness of query
results. That is, the correctness of results are not guaranteed. This is because TBDAS relies upon the past behaviour
of SP and prefer not to verify all the nodes but a subset of them whose size is proportional to the amount of trust to
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decreases and being close to zero with increasing the
from the history of client-server interactions. Tradmanipulation rate. It also clearly shows that even with
ing off between security and performance, TBDAS
a very little change in the result, e.g. 2%, EP is a negenables the client to tune its trust towards the server.
ligible value close to zero. We observe in Figure 12a
Although the correctness of results is not guaranteed,
that when Tcurrent > 0.8, it is likely for SP to escape
we showed that the server cannot manipulate a query
from client detection when it manipulates a very small
result and escape client detection unless with an inpercentage of the result. However, Figure 12b shows
significant probability. Reducing computation overshows that even with a very little change in the result, e.g. 2%, EP is a negligible value close to zero. We observe in
that SP cannot consecutively takes advantage of the
head imposed on the client makes our approach apFig. 9 trust.
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